How to configure

GB

QUICK START GUIDE

without using App (max. 10 modules)*

*for unlimited installations, use the

App

Prerequisites:
▶▶ Power all modules on the
same phase

▶▶ Connect the YOKISHUB to the ADSL Gateway.
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▶▶ Power the YOKISHUB on the same phase used for the modules.

NOTE: The YOKISHUB must NOT have been previously configured using the YOKISPRO
App. Any configuration using the YOKISPRO App will inhibit the possibility of 		
using the rapid installation method. Even the HOW TO RESET THE YOKISHUB 		
CONFIGURATION PROCEDURE (see below) will not allow you to return to fast 		
commissioning programming conditions.

Step 1: Set the YOKISHUB to learn mode
▶▶ Hold symbol
on the YOKISHUB pressed for 3 seconds.
The two LEDs will flash alternately to indicate that the YOKISHUB is in learning mode.
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Step 2: Register modules in YOKISHUB database
Repeat the following two steps for EVERY module to register (max. 10):
▶▶ Press symbol
on the YOKISHUB once.
▶▶ Then, within 30 seconds, press the “connect” button on the module.
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▶▶ The YOKISHUB and module LEDs will flash once to confirm the registration.

Step 3: Create the radio bus between different receivers
▶▶ Press the “connect” button on module A (the LED on module A will start flashing).
▶▶ Within 30 seconds, press the “connect” button on module B: the Bus Radio connection between the two modules is established and the respective LEDs will stop flashing.
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▶▶ Repeat the same operation between modules B and C and then, gradually, for all the
others.
IMPORTANT: see instruction booklets and YOKIS catalogue, “POSSIBLE CONNECTIONS”
paragraph for connections between modules.
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Step 4: Exit learning mode
▶▶ Hold symbol
on the the YOKISHUB pressed for 3 seconds.
The wireless LED
will flash rapidly to indicate that the YOKISHUB is no longer in
learning mode.

3 seconds

▶▶ To add new modules to the Bus Radio at a later time, if required, repeat the procedure
starting from Step 1.
NOTE: In step 3, simply add only new modules to Bus Radio.

Step 5: Associate YOKISHUB to the YnO App
Ask the customer to:
▶▶ Start the App
using his or her Username and Password.
▶▶ Connect the App
to the YOKISHUB.

To associate the YnO App to the YOKISHUB:
Find out how your customer can
create a YnO Account and associate it with the YOKISHUB.

Scan the QR code
and watch the
video
▶▶ When adding a new module, in order to allow system
update on the App, it is necessary to disconnect and
reconnect to
. Only in this way the new modules will be
visible on the App.
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To disassociate the HOKISHUB from YnO:
1. Tap on the icon at the top right of the Home Page.

2. Tap on “Edit information” in the sidebar.

3. Tap on “Advanced Configurations” at the bottom of the page.

4. Tap on “Release your system”.

Useful information:
How to reset the YOKISHUB
configuration (Delete scenarios,

Replace a module

associations, programming, etc.)

▶▶Enter learning mode by holding symbol
on the YOKISHUB pressed for
3 seconds. Press symbol
on the
YOKISHUB 10 times. The two LEDs
will flash at the same time, indicating
that the configuration has been reset.

10 touches
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▶▶Delete the BUS connections on the
modules in the system:
• Press and hold the connect button
on each module for 3 seconds.
• The LED on module will flash twice
to confirm the deletion of the radio
connections.
▶▶Reset the YOKISHUB configuration.
▶▶Repeat the procedure starting from
Step 1.
▶▶Close and restart
to update the
system on the application.
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